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1. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SYSTEM

The ATB precision is a PC-based measuring system running under Windows 98, XP, 2000
and NT. It is necessary to have a hard-disk drive, a floppy-disk drive, and also a spare halve-
sized ISA slot.
For the USB box there is the need of a USB port.

COMPONENTS OF THE PC CARD
The hardware comprises a printed circuit board (PCB) which is connected to the PC by means
of the free slot. It holds a Signal Generator, Filter, Converter, and Amplifier Assembly. The
input/output is a digital/analogue port. The analogue input and output are balanced.

COMPONENTS OF THE USB BOX
The USB box has the same components as the PC card. Extra components are the MIC and
LINE inputs for every channel.

SOFTWARE
The ATB precision Software supports all the standard functions of Windows programs. The
ATB Graphics Card is compatible and can be integrated, e.g. via the clipboard, into any
Windows program; printout also proceeds under Windows. The program provides for data file
export, which can again proceed via the clipboard. All this is done with your mouse or
keyboard.
The MEASURING PROGRAMS offer the following options

DIGITALTEST
Measurement of the frequency response of digital components like CD, DVD
player and AV equipment.

OSCILLOSCOPE
2-channel storage oscilloscope mode
manual generator mode

FFT ANALYSER
FFT analyser

ANALOGUE MEASUREMENTS
amplitude-frequency response measuring optionally with sinusoidal signal,
phase-frequency response measuring with sinusoidal signal
speaker impedance measuring
simultaneous measuring of amplitude and phase-frequency response or
impedance and phase
SPL absolute determination for one speaker (SPL 1W/1m)

THIELE SMALL PARAMETER
resistance measuring
determination of the Thiele-Small parameters

FFT MEASURING
FFT frequency response analysis
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FFT frequency response reference measurement
FFT 1/3 octave Measurement

DECAY SPECTRUM
front slope, back slope (waterfall diagram)

HARMONIC DISTORTIONS
distortions: k2 and k3 given in %, THD
spectrum with oscilloscope : attenuation given in dB

MLS MEASUREMENT
Impulse response measured with the Maximum Length Sequence

REAL TIME ANALYSER
For noise measurement
NF meter

POLARE DIAGRAM
with turn table control

OPTITEST MEASUREMENT ANALOG
frequency response measurement with a stimulus from a CD

OPTITEST MEASUREMENT DIGITAL
digital audio component measurement with the

CONTENTS LIST AT DELIVERY FOR PC CARD
The ATB precision system comprises the interface card, a CD ROM with the before-mentioned
measuring programs, the graphics drivers, character sets and this handbook on CD ROM.
There is also the Audio CD for the OPTITEST program.
For a file list of the disk please refer to the Software Installation Section.

CONTENTS LIST AT DELIVERY FOR USB BOX
USB box
Measurement program on CD ROM
Handbook on CD ROM
Audio CD for OPTITEST

WARRENTY
2 years

DISCLAIMER
We regret that no liability can be accepted for faultlessness of the programs and for any
damages caused by usage of the programs.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Computer: PC from 486 onwards, user memory min 32MB

free halve-size ISA slot or USB port
Software: Windows 98, XP, 2000 and NT
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2. PC CARD

2.1 INPUT

The ATB precision is a 2-channel test instrument. Each channel CH1and CH2 can be seated
for a special task with an input module. There are the modules MIC and LINE. The
measurement program recognises which module is set and is configured for itself.
The module LINE is an input stage which adapts the measurement to input voltage. The
module MIC is a preamplifier for microphone.
CH1 and CH2 are different in the anti-aliasingfilter.
CH1: CH1 is the main channel. The anti-aliasingfilter corner frequency can be switched

between 24kHz and 50kHz. Corresponding to the measurement the program
choose the corner frequencies automatically. 50kHz is for following
measurements: Analogue, Distortion, Waterfall and Oscilloscope. By the
2-channel measurement the program set is 24kHz. 24kHz is set for the FFT.

CH2: The corner frequency of the anti-aliasingfilter is always 24kHz.

The data of the input modules
LINE: Input range -15dBV.......38dBV corresponding to 0.1V........80V

Frequency range DC.........24kHz + 0.1dB, DC .........50kHz  + 0,5dB
Input impedance 1M balanced, 500k unbalanced
switchable for impedance measurements with a 1k series resistance

MIC: Input range -35dBV........-5dBV corresponding to 20mV......560mV
Frequency range 10Hz........50Hz  + 0,2dB
Input impedance 100k balanced, 50k unbalanced
The microphone 15V power with a 2,2k series resistance is switchable

The selection of the input modules
1. Speaker measurements

Speaker measurement with elektret microphone with15V power
CH1 = MIC for FFT, SPL, Waterfall, Distortion
CH2 = LINE for FFT, Impedance, Thiele-Small

Speaker measurement with extern microphone amplifier and power
CH1 = LINE for FFT, SPL , Waterfall, Distortion, Impedance, Thiele-Small
CH2 = LINE for FFT

Speaker measurement with two microphones and 15V
CH1 = MIC for FFT, SPL, Waterfall, Distortion
CH2 = MIC for FFT

2. Electronic development
CH1 = LINE for Magnitude right channel, Distortion, Impedance, Oscilloscope
CH2 = LINE for Magnitude left channel, Distortion, Impedance, Oscilloscope

3. Studio and PA
CH1 = LINE for 2-channel FFT electrical signal, Magnitude, Distortion
CH2 = MIC for 2-channel FFT acoustical signal, FFT, SPL, Roomacoustic
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2.2 CONNECTING THE INPUT STAGE

Input and output of the PC-card has stereo miniature connectors 3,5 mm

Input LINE balanced XLR Input LINE unbalanced Cinch, BNC
MIC balanced XLR MIC unbalanced Cinch

Input LINE with Imp ( Impedance measurement )

Input MIC balanced with Vmic Input MIC unbalanced with Vmic
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2.3 OUTPUT

The output is balanced but not free floating. This means, that the output voltage depends on
whether the connection is balanced or unbalanced. Therefore the connection is set in the
measurement program to display the real output voltage.

Caution: Because the balanced output is not free floating, the Out- may not connect
to ground when the connection is unbalanced.

Output data
Output range 2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to 1,26V..........6,31V

-4dBV.........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V
2dBU........16dBU balanced corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V

-4dBU.........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V.........2,24V
in 1-dB-steps

Frequency range DC..........24kHZ  + 0.1dB, DC..........50kHz  + 0.5dB
Output impedance 44 balanced, 22 unbalanced
Mini. load impedance 600 balanced, 300 unbalanced

For speaker measurement there is the need of a power amplifier. The balanced or unbalanced
input of the amplifier is connected to the PC-card output. The output power of amplifier is
adjusted with the volume of the amplifier. The output setting in the measurement program is to
fit the output for different measurements.

Caution: For the Impedance measurement the output voltage is set by the program to
6V balanced, 3V unbalanced. Before starting the measurement turn the volume

to zero and disconnect the speaker from the amplifier output.

2.4 CONNECTING THE OUTPUT

Output balanced Output unbalanced
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2.5 INSTALLING THE HARDWARE

The standard configuration of the card and the software is address H 320 - H 32F. Where no
other cards are in use, there should be no problems with the existing hardware. The card is
best positioned in the outermost slot.

If there is an address conflict, however, or if the computer is fitted with extra cards, e.g. a fax,
eprommer or network card, you will have to change the addresses on the card a n d in the
software.

2.6 CHANGING THE CARD ADDRESS

On the card, the address is set via removable jumper connectors .

Addresses
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2.7 INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE

For the Installation for Windows NT please read the files NTreadme and TINYPORT.

To install the software, proceed as follows:

1. Insert the installation disk into your disk drive (A).

2. Call Disk 3.5 (A).

3. In the menu ATB set-up start the installation with SETUP.

The installation program now asks for the path under which the ATB program is to be created.
This is proposed to be C:\ATB\

The installation program checks whether all the data files have been copied correctly. If you
get an error message, this may be due either to your computer or the disk. Should program
installation also fail on another computer, ask for a new disk.

ATB set-up translation

Welcome to the ATB installation
program.

The following is about the rules to use
the software.

Continue with the

button.

Verzeichnis ändern = change directory

If you want to change the directory please
click at

.

After that continue with

.
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If you want to install the software click at
following button

.

Verzeichnis = directory

Programmgruppe auswählen
= select program group

This menu is to select the program group.

weiter = continue

Please click at

.

The installation of the ATB precision
program was successful.

Now you can click the

button to terminate.
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2.8 FILE LIST

There are the following files on the installation CD ROM:
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3. USB BOX

3.1 INPUT

The ATB precision is a 2-channel test instrument. Each channel CH1and CH2 has a MIC and a
LINE input.. To use the LINE or MIC input is to select in SETTINGS in the USB conf. menu.
The module LINE is an input stage which adapts the measurement to input voltage. The
module MIC is a preamplifier for microphone.
CH1 and CH2 are different in the anti-aliasingfilter.
CH1: CH1 is the main channel. The anti-aliasingfilter corner frequency can be switched

between 24kHz and 50kHz. Corresponding to the measurement the program
chooses the corner frequencies automatically. 50kHz is for following
measurements: Analogue, Distortion, Waterfall and Oscilloscope. By the
2-channel measurement the program set is 24kHz. 24kHz is set for the FFT.

CH2: The corner frequency of the anti-aliasingfilter is always 24kHz.

The data of the inputs
LINE: Input range -15dBV.......38dBV corresponding to 0.1V........80V

Frequency range DC.........24kHz + 0.1dB, DC .........50kHz  + 0,5dB
Input impedance 1M balanced, 500k unbalanced
Switchable for impedance measurements with a 1k series resistance

MIC: Input range -35dBV........-5dBV corresponding to 20mV......560mV
Frequency range 10Hz........50Hz  + 0,2dB
Input impedance 100k balanced, 50k unbalanced
The microphone 15V power with a 2,2k series resistance is switchable

3.2 OUTPUT

Output data
Output range for box -38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V

-38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V
in 1-dB-Stufung

Frequency range DC..........24kHZ  + 0.1dB, DC..........50kHz  + 0.5dB
Output impedance 44 balanced, 22 unbalanced
Mini. load impedance 600 balanced, 300 unbalanced
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For speaker measurement there is the need of a power amplifier. The balanced or unbalanced
input of the amplifier is connected to the PC-card output. The output power of amplifier is
adjusted with the volume of the amplifier. The output setting in the measurement program is to
fit the output for different measurements.

3.3 TURNTABLE CONTROL OUTPUT

At the back of the box there is a SUB-D socket. It is the output for the turntable control. The
outputs are open-collector. This means that there is to place a resistor from PIN 9 (Vcc) to the
output PIN 7 or PIN 6. PIN 7 is the positive and PIN 6 is the negative output for the turntable
control.

3.4 INSTALLING THE BOX

For the power supply there is the special power adapter. It is for 110V to 220V power. The
READY light is on, when the USB connection is in order.
After installing the software the box is connecting to the USB port of the PC.
Important: This port is used in the future.

3.5 INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE

For installing the software there is not USB connection to the box.
The installing starts with the SETUP program. After starting the program the installing is equal
to the software installing of PC card.
When the program is ready, the box is connected to the PC and the USB driver is to install
with the Hardware-Assistant.
The READY light shows that the ATB precision is ready for measurement.
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4. PARAMETERS

4.1 M-TYPE
By setting the measuring mode, a basic setting is automatically made for the measuring
system used. The complete parameter set is specific to the measuring mode in question.

By changing the M-TYPE measurement group, the parameters and the graph for the last
measurement will not be deleted. By returning to the measurement it will be displayed.

4.2 AMPLIFIER

INPUT
MIC: Input range -35dBV........-5dBV corresponding to 20mV......560mV
LINE: Input range -15dBV.......38dBV corresponding to 0.1V.......80V

in 5-dB-steps

GENERATOR
Output range for card 2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to
1,26V..........6,31V

-4dBV........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V
2dBU........16dBU balanced     corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V

-4dBU........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V..........2,24V
in 1-dB-steps

Output range for box -38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V
-38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V

in 1-dB-Stufung

4.3 DISTANCE

With any acoustical measurement, the distance between the signal source and the primary
unit is very important. The greater the distance, the longer the amount of time required for the
signal to be recorded, continually increasing the waiting time for the ATB to receive the first
impulse and hence to take its first measurement.
Too short a distance entered into this direct input field, and the converter will be acquiring its
data too soon, the likely effect being that unrealistic values enter the evaluation process.
Except for phase measurements where the distance has to be exact, it will always be safe to
start from a distance that is somewhat longer than the actual distance.
Through deliberate manipulation of the distance you can also define whether to measure the
transient response or the static behaviour of the test item. If the physical distance is the same
as the one entered, then the very first measured values will be included in the evaluation
process. This means that the transient response is analysed. To increase the distance beyond
the physical distance implies that analysing proper will increasingly refer to later values. On
test items with a distinctive transient response, differences in distance will lead to different
plots.
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THE DISTANCE FUNCTION

It is called up by the following commands:

or F6

MEASURING THE DISTANCE AND GAUGING THE LEVEL

PARAMETERS
FREQUENCY

Range: 1Hz to 20kHz
DISTANCE

30m
INPUT

Range: in dB: from -40 to 35dB in 5dB increments
in ohms: 25 / 50 / 150 / 400 ohms

RANGE
Ranges: 30m

GAUGING THE LEVEL

The measuring signal received by the measuring board is displayed, the upper and lower
diagram limits in the y-axis corresponding to the operating limits of the measuring board. A
well-adjusted signal should utilise the whole available range without, however, overstepping
the boundaries. In case of a poorly utilised diagram, the amplifier INPUT sensitivity has to be
raised or lowered until level control is acceptable.

MEASURING THE DISTANCE
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After activating DISTANCE and then MEASURE the display shows the signal. To get the
distance for the following measurements place the cursor at the beginning of the signal. By
clicking the mouse button, the distance is set. The distance established by the measuring
system is displayed in the DISTANCE field by a figure in mm, and it is also indicated by a
vertical cursor in the diagram.
Should the user intend to define the distance himself or herself, it can be input in the
DISTANCE field. Also, the distance cursor can be relocated by clicking the mouse button, the
distance value in the DISTANCE field changing accordingly.
When quitting the distance window by actuating OK, the program accepts the changed
distance values. Mouse clicking of the MEASURE button repeats distance measurement. For
repeat measurement, the following parameters can be used:
1. FREQUENCY

Since measuring starts from a square-wave signal, the distance determined need not
necessarily be identical with the physical distance. What is decisive here is the combination

of
the test frequency and the response of the measuring section. This is why the user has the
option of choosing the test frequency in the FREQUENCY field, and restarting measurement.

2. Measuring with the STEP RESPONSE
Selecting 10Hz for the frequency. The step response will be measured.

3. Range selection for DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
The distance in the diagram is indicated up to a length of 30m as a standard.

4.4 CURSOR

The cursor provides for reading out plot values. Activate the function by setting the mouse on
the plot to be seen and make a double click.

You will now get the CURSOR window as well as a cross at the plot starting point.
In the window there is the colour of the plot reading out.
The CURSOR window will show the following values:

X = frequency
Y1 = amplitude or impedance
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Y2 = phase

5. PLOT MANAGEMENT

The menu PLOTS is to open with

The plots menu has the following functions:

1. To select a colour for the plot:
Click the colour in the COLOUR window.

2. To name the plot:
Enter the name of the graph in the NAME window.

3. To copy the graph into the clipboard:
Click the COPY field. The measured values are copied into the clipboard in the ATB format.
The ATB is a ASCI-format. Retrieval can proceed by any Windows program.
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4. To ERASE a graph:
Actuation of the DEL button let the graph erase.

5. To change the line to a dotted line press the Strg key and click with the mouse on the
selected line.
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6. GENERAL PARAMETERS

6.1 RESOLUTION

The resolution gives the scale of the Y-axis. Its upper limit is fixed at 0dB, which automatically
gives the lower limit a negative value. Reduction of the area shown can thus be compared to a
zooming in into an existing diagram. 'Zooming' presupposes, however, adequate transformer
level control.

6.2 SMOOTHING

It is in the nature in particular of acoustical measurements to produce rather coarse graphs.
Such irregularities in the graph may blur its major characteristics; hence the smoothing option.
The SMOOTHING parameter determines the smoothing radius, which is the number of
previous and subsequent measured values used in calculating the value currently displayed.
The setting range is between 0 and 20; the step width is 1.

6.3 THE SMOOTHING OPTION

The smoothing option compares with a digital filter.

The amplitude values to the left and to the right of f0 are multiplied by a factor in compliance
with the illustration and added, including f0. The result will be divided and indicated for f0. The
advantage of this smoothing procedure lies in the fact that the graph characteristics are
maintained.
Smoothing implies that the different plots are redrawn, while the measured values remain
intact. To return to the original (unsmoothed) plot, change the smoothing factor back to 0.
Except for waterfall diagrams where for optical reasons some smoothing is indispensable, a
smoothing parameter 0 implies that there is actually no smoothing. Apart from such intended
smoothing there is no hidden measured value manipulation.
The resultant of a smoothed plot is similar to that of a wobble measurement, or, in other words,
the smoothing radius corresponds to the wobble range of the sinusoidal wave. The
smoothness of the plot as displayed on the screen is, however, not least determined by the
number and distribution of measured values. For the same smoothing radius, plots with a large
number of measured values appear to be rougher than those produced from just a few
readings values. This is due to the fact that the smoothing radius covers a narrower area of the
screen. On a logarithmic scale, the plots of FFT measurements appear rougher at the higher
frequencies than at the lower ones. This is because the frequency distribution is inherently
linear.

The OPTITEST measurement has its own smoothing with octave distribution.
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7. Settings

In the settings menue there are following menues:
CARD address, dB TYPE and MIC and USB conf. for USB box.

7.1 CARD ADDRESS FOR PC CARD

The menue CRITICAL appears after the installation if the card will not communicate with the
computer.
There are two reasons for the message. For the first reason the hardware card address is not
equal to software address and the second is that the address is used by an other card or the
computer itself.
The change of the hardware address is described in 3.1 INSTALLING THE HARDWARE.
To change the software card address close the menue CRITICAL with OK. In the
measurement menue activate CARD in the Menue SETTING and set the new address.

7.2 DB TYPE
In the SETTING menue there is dB TYPE to set dBV or dBU. For most uses dBV is selected.
Only for studio, TV and radio there is dBU.

0dBV = 1Veff 0dBU = 0.7746Veff

7.3 MIC
The SETTING menue is also to set the MICROPHONE SENSITIVITY
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8. THE WINDOWS PROGRAM

8.1 STARTING THE PROGRAM

Should the ATB programs for Windows be represented by an icon, open same by double
clicking the icon. Now start ATB by double clicking its program icon.

The user interface of ATB precision:

ATB provides, in addition to the standard elements of a user window (e.g. the menu bar), the
icon bar. These elements much facilitate work with ATB for Windows. Where required, these
are explained in detail below.
Program handling follows the normal Windows standards.
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8.2 USER SPECIAL PROGRAM

The ATB precision Program saves the actual paramenter when leaving. This parameter will set
automatically by opening the program. The parameter data are stored in the ATB.INI file. If
there are many users each user can store his own *.INI file. So he is able to start his special
measurement after opening his own program.

The procedure for creating the special *.INI file is this:

Klick at the right button of the mouse. In the following menu select SET CONNECTION
(Verknüpfung erstellen).

A new icon is shown. Klick with the right button of the mouse to get the next menu. In this
menu select attributes (Eigenschaften). In the following menu there is the line TARGET . In this
line you set a blank and then write the name of the special *.INI file. For example if the user´s
name is Leo
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8.3 SELF TEST FOR PC CARD

To test the ATB system there is a self test function.

By setting the TEST function a resistance of 500 connecting the OUTPUT with the LINE
input.
There is following process for the testing:

1. Enter the OSCILLOSCOPE program.
2. Switch the LINE input CH1 or CH2 to TEST.
3. Set the input range to 2V.
4. Set the OUTPUT to 15dBU or 13dBV.
5. The signal is SINE with the frequency of 1kHz.
6. The TIME BASE is set to 1ms.
7. Start the measurement.
There will be shown a sine sweep signal in the oscilloscope display.
8. Switch to FFT.

The diagram shows the fundamental at 1kHz and the first harmonic at 2kHz. If the system is
OK all other lines are not higher than 100dB.

8.4 SELF TEST FOR THE USB BOX

To test the USB box there is to connect the output with the LINE input. It could be a BNC or
XLR cable. The following test is like the PC card.
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9. FILE OPENING

The command FILE  OPEN allows you to load a document stored on a data carrier. The File
Menu lists at its end the four files last used. These can be selected and started directly.

The following dialogue box will be opened:

The drives list determines from which drive the file is to be loaded.

The directories list allows you to change the directory; the contents of the directory is shown in
the file name list. To change directory, double click the directory name, or select and confirm
with OK.

The file name list shows the documents available within a directory. Documents are loaded by
either double clicking the file name, or by selecting same and confirming with OK.

After that there is schown the following menu.

There are following functions:

OPEN It is to go back to the ÖFFNEN menu for selecting an other file.

LOAD ALL Load all measurements and delete the former measurements.

LOAD SELECTED Load the selected measurement to the former measurement.

CLOSE Is to end the LOAD SELECTED function.
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10. FILE SAVING

Documents that have been created or changed should be saved.

When first saving a document, the following dialogue box opens:

In the field file name enter the file name
under which you wish your document to
be saved. The extension »ATB« need
not be entered as it will be produced
automatically unless another extension is
given. The drive and directory lists allow
you to change to the drive or the
directory under which your document is
to be saved. Close the dialogue box
SAVE AS by actuating the OK button.

10.1 SAVING INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS

Individual measurements can be saved in the ASCII format. For individual measurement
SAVING, refer to the chapter on PLOT management.
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11. SAVE AS EXPORT FILE

For the Transfer from data in other programs the ATB has an EXPORT function. The export
file is an ASCI text file.

CAD programs to calculate speaker or crossover needs a special data file to import. There is
the ATBexprt.exe to create the data file for nearly all known CAD programs. It is a Monacor
program. The program is on the Monacor ATB program CD ROM. The program converted the
ATB.txt files.

There are two ways to save a file as ATB.txt:

1. Saving a measurement

In the main menu FILE, EXPORT is the menu for saving ATB.txt. All plots are saved in one
file.

2. Saving one plot via clipboard

In the PLOT menu the plot is to mark for the transfer in the clipboard. The transfer is to
start with the clipboard button.

From the clipboard the ATB.txt file is to be open from every Windows program.
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12. PRINTING

If you also want to see what your documents look like in black and white - which you certainly
will - the document has to be printed out.

It goes without saying that to be able to print a diagram, a printer has to be connected to your
PC. This printer has to be properly installed, started and on line. Only with the printer in its on-
line position can it receive data from your PC.

12.1 SETTING

The ratio of the printed diagram and the linewidth of the plot are set in the PrintConfig menu.
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12.2 TO START

The printing is start with following button or in the FILE menu with PRINT.

Use the COPIES option to determine the number of graph printouts.

Documents are printed as a whole when actuating the (XX) field in the options bar.
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13. THE WINDOWS CLIPBOARD

The Windows Clipboard is available for any application. It provides an excellent tool when data
are to be exchanged between different applications.

13.1 COPYING

To copy the diagram produced from all the measurements made into the Windows clipboard:

13.2 COPYING INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS

Individual measurements, too, can be copied into the clipboard. The format for files saved is
the ATB format. These files are ASCII files. The COPYING procedure for individual
measurements is described in the chapter on plot management.
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14. DIAGRAM

14.1 DIAGRAM MARKING

Measurement diagrams can be marked in the PLOT window. The diagram elements,
HEADLINE, LEFT, RIGHT and OPTION, are those above each diagram. Options are also
available for marking the diagram axes and the required units. This window is adjusted to the
MEASUREMENT in question. The HEADLINE shows as a presenting ATB precision. It can,
however, be overwritten by the user. When saving, the text lines are saved.

Set the mouse cursor in the field to write and activate with a double click the following window.
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15. ANALOGUE MEASURE

15.1 MEASUREMENT

15.2 PARAMETERS

AMPLIFIER

LINE:
Input range -15dBV.......38dBV corresponding to 0.1V........80V

in 5-dB-steps
MIC:

Input range -35dBV........-5dBV corresponding to 20mV......560mV
in 5-dB-steps

GENERATOR
Output range for card 2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to
1,26V..........6,31V

-4dBV........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V
2dBU........16dBU balanced corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V

-4dBU........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V..........2,24V
in 1-dB-steps

Output range for box -38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V
-38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V

in 1-dB-Stufung
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IMPEDANCE RANGE
25, 50, 150, 400, 2000 

LOWER LIMIT 1Hz
UPPER LIMIT 50kHz

MEASURED VALUES

Number of measuring points 25 / 50 / 100 / 250 / 500

SMOOTHING

Smoothing radius from 0 to 20

RESOLUTION

Indication from 5 to 60dB

15.3 SPECIAL FUNCTIONS IMP-ADJ, VOLT-ADJ

In the IMPEDANCE and IMP&PHASE tests, the readings are taken with a series resistance of
1 kOhm. To take this reading accurately, the ATB provides the following special functions
under menu options.

15.4 IMPEDANCE-ADJUSTMENT

To start the function IMPEDANCE-ADJUSTMENT please set INTERNAL at first.

A click at the button Imp-Adj open the menu Dialog.

IMPEDANCE ADJUSTMENT calls up a digital ohmmeter. Short shut the two wires of the
impedance-test adapter. When the ohmmeter shows a value < 1 then end the measurement
with OK. The measurement is adjusted and the resistance of the Measurement wires is
compensated.
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15.5 VOLT-ADJUST

The function VOLT ADJUST is for the SPL measurement to adjust the power of amplifier to
1W. The output voltage of the amplifier is measured with the LINE input of the ATB.
For the PC card a connection to the amplifier output stage is done with the adapter for
impedance measurement.
For the USB box the COM output is to connect with the LINE input of CH1 or CH2.

The output voltage of the amplifier had to be 2V for 4 speaker and 2.8V for a 8 speaker.
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15.6 SINE AMPLITUDE

In the SINE MEASURE mode, the unit assumes the function of a level recorder.

Procedure:

1. Adjusting the measuring parameters

Select the Input CH1 or CH2. Then select the input voltage
range that corresponds to the maximum output voltage of
the measuring section, e.g. -10dB for mic. testing, +40dB
for power amp testing.

With the power amplifier connected, select 0dB under
GENERATOR, OUTPUT in the menu and set the input
potentiometer of the power amplifier to 0. Opening the
potentiometer adjusts the measuring section for the best
possible level control.

In the GENERATOR menu there is a switch for balanced
and unbalanced output connection. Please set it to get the
right output level in the display.

The DISTANCE function controls the measuring board level control.

or F6

1. Increase the input amplifier sensitivity step by step through AMPLIFIER, INPUT, until the
amplitude of the measuring signal fills out the entire oscilloscope window. It should be noted
in this connection that the measuring frequency is within the transmission range of the test
item. If and when required, it may be adjusted by means of DISTANCE, FREQUENCY.

2.

The measuring parameters LOWER LIMIT, UPPER LIMIT
and MEASURED VALUES are adjusted on the user
interface.
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3. Use the following commands to start measurement:

or F7

4. To set the display there is the PARAMETER menu.

After activating the menu for setting the value of the scale and the factor for smoothing are
shown.

During measurement proper, the measured values
displayed are unsmoothed values. Once measurement has
been terminated, the graph is updated by means of the
defined smoothing factor, and the diagram is redrawn. The
plot display can be modified in the PARAMETER window
by SMOOTHING and SCALE. When quitting the window,
the plot is redrawn to comply with the parameters selected.

15.7 IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT FOR PC CARD

In the IMPEDANCE measuring mode, the modulus of a complex impedance is measured. The
impedance can be measured in one of four ranges, which are 25 / 50 / 150 / and 400 ohms.

There are two measurements, the INTERNAL measurement and the measurement with an
external amplifier.

For the INTERNAL measurement the LINE input is set to INTERNAL and the impedance can
be measured direcly with the impedance adapter. The measurement works with a 1k
resistance.

Input LINE with Imp ( Impedance measurement )

Before the measurement can be taken, the set-up has to be made to comply with 'Special
Functions', IMPEDANCE-ADJUSTMENT. This function tests the impedance of the connecting
wire.

For the measurement with an external amplifier INTERNAL is not set. A 1k resistance is
connected to the output of the amplifier and the impedance adapter is with IN+ connected to
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the end of the resistance and IN- to the Ground (-) of the amplifier. Before the measurement a
test of the amplifier output voltage is necessary. The value for voltage is 6V. The voltage is set
with the function VOLT-ADJUST in the ANALOG SPL measurement. With a measuring
process under way, use the volume controller of the power amplifier to adjust the output
voltage to 6V. Having done this, all the measuring ranges are calibrated.

15.8 IMPEDANC MEASUREMENT FOR THE USB BOX

The impedance measurement for the USB box is very easy, before there is no impedance
calibration. The input for the impedance measure is the COM socket. After running the
IMPEDANCE-ADJUSTMENT measure the resistor is connected to the COM socket and the
measurement could be stated.

15.9 ELECTRICAL PHASE

For high precision, the phase will be measured using sinusoidal signals. When measuring the
phase, the generator signal is compared with the input signal. The ATB does this internally
since the measuring system knows the phase angle of the generator signal. Hence, only one
input is required.

The phase is indicated within the -180 degree to +180 degree range. It is a continuous
function.

For phase angles larger than, say, -180 degrees, the curve will show a 360 degree jump, and it
will be continued at +180 degrees.

With ELECTRICAL PHASE MEASUREMENT, the distance is automatically set at 0. The
SMOOTHING parameter should also be set at 0, and the input amplifier has to be adjusted at
a high level. It is not possible to determine the phase for very low input signals.

15.9 ACOUSTICAL PHASE

The procedure is the same as that for electrical phase measurement. The phase rotation,
which with acoustical measurements is measured through the sound transit time, is accounted
for by means of the distance. For this purpose, however, the distance between source and
microphone has to be known. The ATB allows the distance to be determined directly with the
DISTANCE function . The level in the window should be no less than 25% of max. level.

The distance is to set in the oscilloscope window, by placing the cursor at the beginning of the
signal. With a double click the distance is set for the following measurement. In the old ATB
the distance was set automatically by the program. This leads to many discussions with the
user whether the distance is correct. Therefore it is set by the user. Distance modifications do
not affect the phase curve characteristics. They do, however, reflect either a steeper curve
ascent or a steep slope.

When measuring combinations of speakers, the test microphone distance is recommended to
be 30 cm for two-way and up to 50 cm for three-way or larger speakers. Decisive is the
'microphone to high-frequency speaker' distance. This is why the frequency selected in the
DISTANCE window for FREQUENCY adjustment is within the transmission range of the high-
frequency speaker, e.g. 8kHz. Activation is by mouse clicking the MEASURE button.

Use of the smoothing function will make the curve characteristic clearer.
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15.10 SPL

The SPL measurement determines the absolute sound pressure level of a loudspeaker
(1W /1m). Measurement has to proceed from the following settings.

1. Input the sensitivity of the test microphone used in the menu SETTING, MIC.

2. Set the output voltage of the amplifier for 8 ohm drivers at 2.83V, for 4 ohm drivers at 2V,
using the special function VOLT-ADJUST.

3. Set the clearance between speaker front end and microphone at 1m using a metre stick or
metric tape measure. 
The sound pressure level will be measured along the axis, i.e. at a 0° angle.
SINE and PHASE (acoustical / electrical)
SPL and PHASE
IMPEDANCE and PHASE

These measurements show the amplitude and phase-frequency response in one diagram
each. Measurements can be made electrically or acoustically.
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16. THIELE SMALL

16.1 MESS-TYPE

16.2 PARAMETER

AMPLIFIER

INPUT LINE
25, 50, 150, 400 

GENERATOR

The output voltage by setting the IMP function for internal impedance measurement is 6V

LOWER LIMIT 1Hz
UPPER LIMIT 50kHz

MEASURED VALUES

Number of measuring points 25 / 50 / 100 / 250 / 500

SMOOTHING

Smoothing radius from 0 to 20

DC RESISTANCE
The value of the DC resistance can be entered directly.

VOLUME VT
The box method has to start from the net volume. [1 .... 1,000 litres]

MASS
For the weight method, enter the mass in grams. [1 .... 500 grams]
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SURFACE
For the weight method, enter the effective membrane surface area

[1 .... 2300 cm²]

SERIES RESISTANCE
The measurements can be taken using the following series resistor:
1000  or 1000  and 200  for the USB box

16.3 SPECIAL FUNCTIONS FOR THE PC CARD

The fundamental requirement for determining the THIELE-SMALL parameters is the
impedance measurement. To measure the impedance properly, the ATB provides the special
function

IMPEDANCE ADJUSTMENT

Caution: First shortcut the input and then start the ADJUSTMENT measurement.

INTERNAL MESUREMENT

The IMPEDANCE ADJUSTMENT and INTERNAL function is described under ANALOGUE
MEASUREMENT

There are two measurements with the external amplifier. In the menu there is a switch for the
measurement with a 1k and 200 measurement resistance.

The 1k is for small speakers and the 200 is for woofers to get a higher measurement
current.

For the USB box there is no external function. The selection of the 1000  or 200  is internal.

Another special function is the measurement of the DC resistance.
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For the PC card:

The R-DC measurement only works in the INTERNAL mode because there is the need of a
DC amplifier.

After switching to INTERNAL the next step is the IMPEDANCE ADJUSTMENT.

Caution: Please connect the speaker first and then start the measurement.

When the expected value is shown switch the TRANSFER TO SPEAKER-PARAMETER
button.

For the USB box:

First run the IMPEDANCE ADJUSTMENT function and then connecting the speaker to the
COM socket. After the R-DC measurement is to start.

16.4 THE MEASUREMENTS

The speaker free air measurement is implemented through FREE AIR MEASUREMENT.
During this measurement, the driver must be in a vertical position, which would be the normal
as-installed position, and the nearest large surfaces must be at least 1 m away.

MOUNTED MEASUREMENT allows you to enter the enclosure volume. This value will be
considered for file export purposes only.

The entire set of parameters, i.e. the free air values including VAS, can either be measured
with the box option or the weight option. These options are available in the MEASUREMENT
menu (BOX or WEIGHT), and in accordance with your selected option, you must either enter
the size of the enclosure tested or the membrane surface area and the load weight (mass).

With the box method it is important to use an air-tight unfilled enclosure. This implies that the
driver itself must not have any bead or dust cap through which air might enter. The enclosure
volume should be large enough to provide for resonance frequency changes of approx. 50%
to 100%. The net volume of the enclosure is approx. 30 litres for the 20 cm and 25 cm driver,
and approx. 60 litres for the 30 cm and 38 cm driver.

The weight option also allows drivers to be measured that have a permeable bead and/or dust
cap. The mass should be selected such that the change in the resonance frequency is a
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minimum 20%. For conical speakers having membranes of up to 13 mm in diameter, the
weight can be approx. 10 grams; big woofers may require 100 grams and more.

16.5 THE METHOD

The Thiele-Small method determines the parameters in compliance with the conventional
three-point method.

The diagram shows the impedance curve for the free air and the weight options (low
resonance frequency). The values the program uses for calculation are also plotted. The
program searches these automatically; they are not shown during measurement.

As regards determination of values, the following should be noted:
The theory of Thiele-Small parameter determination starts from a highly simplified speaker
diagram, which inevitably implies that not all the speakers behave in compliance with the
theory. The impedance curves of these speakers do not follow the theoretical lines. For this
reason, the ATB program provides an algorithm adjusting the impedance curve measured to
the theoretical curve. The parameters thus established comply with the Thiele-Small theory
and allow speaker enclosures to be calculated. The fact that these TS parameters are
numerical quantities is evident from a comparison of the resonance frequency measured and
the resonance frequency displayed. The peak of the resonance curve measured is found to
deviate from that of the Fs calculated with the parameters. The algorithm used for
approximation of the measured impedance curve and the theoretical curve complies with the
known curve fitting method, is however much more exact than measuring instruments
employing the FFT method. FFT measurements only furnish a limited number of values
(points) within the low-frequency range.
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The impedance curve, which always is an approximation, is thus calculated from only a few
values.

For the Thiele-Small method, the ATB uses a sinus sweep. Reference can be made to up to
500 measured values at a frequency spacing of 0.01Hz. Since the frequency deviation
remains below 1%, the ATB is one of the most precise Thiele-Small measuring units.

16.6 PROCEDURE

All parameter measurements should be done with a broken-in speaker, because new speakers
change their resonance frequency after a run-in period of five to ten hours by up to 15% !
Woofers may be broken in by running them for about one hour with a sinusoidal signal of
around 25 Hz. The membrane should move visibly, make sure however that the admissible
linear travel is not exceeded.

The following settings have to be made:

1. AMPLIFIER, INPUT
To comply with the impedance maximum

2. GENERATOR, LOWER LIMIT
Lower limit: approx. 1 octave below the resonance frequency

3. GENERATOR, UPPER LIMIT
Upper limit: approx. 2 - 3 octaves above the resonance

4. MEASURED VALUES
100

5. DC RESISTANCE
The DC resistance determined with the aid of a multimeter

6. SURFACE
When applying the weight method, additionally enter the speaker membrane surface as a
parameter into the SURFACE field. Should the membrane surface not be specified, it can
be calculated with the formula
r x r x 3.14 = F; r = membrane radius + 0.5 x bead

7. MASS
When applying the weight method, enter the mass into the MASS field.

8. VOLUME VT
When applying the box method, enter the volume of the box tested into the VOLUME VT
field.

Now close the PARAMETER window.

For PC card:

Using the internal impedance described in ANALOG measurement be sure that the JMP
button is set. Then start the measurement with the JMP. ADJ function.

If the measurement works with an external amplifier over a 1k resistance, a test of the
amplifier output voltage is necessary. The value for voltage is 6V. The voltage is set with the
function VOLT-ADJUST in the ANALOG SPL measurement. With a measuring process under
way, use the volume controller of the power amplifier to adjust the output voltage to 6V. Having
done this, all the measuring ranges are calibrated.

For USB box:
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Start the measurement with the JMP. ADJ function. Select the serial resistance and connect
the speaker to the COM socket.

Before starting the measuring process, decide whether to apply the weight or the box method.
To do so, call up the MEASUREMENT menu.

Now select a method.

Measuring always commences with the free air option.

Measurement having been completed, the parameters Fs, Qe, QM and Qt are shown below
the diagram. Before proceeding with the measurement, the values should be checked for
plausibility. Any value of 1.00, for instance, implies that no evaluation was possible.

The shape of the impedance curve has to be such that the amplitude values for F1, Fs and F2
appear in the diagram (cf. Fig. Thiele-Small Theory).

Should this not be the case, change the parameters INPUT, LOWER LIMIT and UPPER LIMIT.

To determine the VAS parameter, start a second measurement.

Now, the second impedance curve will be plotted.

For a measurement to be correct, weight or enclosure have to be selected to comply with the
conditions below. This is revealed by the resonance of the impedance curves (cf. Fig. Thiele
Small Theory).

Fs = resonance of the free-air option
Fs' = resonance of the weight or box option.

In the weight measuring mode, the mass is too low if
Fs' > Fs x 0.8

In the box measuring mode, the enclosure is too large, if
Fs' < Fs x 1.4
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17. DISTORTION

17.1 DISTORTION MEASURE

17.2 DISTORTION PARAMETERS

AMPLIFIER

LINE: Input range -
15dBV.......38dBV corresponding to 0.1V........80V

in 5-dB-steps
MIC: Input range -35dBV........-
5dBV corresponding to 20mV......560mV

in 5-dB-steps

GENERATOR
Output range for card
2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to 1,26V..........6,31V

-
4dBV........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V

2dBU........16dBU balanced corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V
-4dBU........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V..........2,24V

in 1-dB-steps

Output range for box -
38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V
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-
38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V

in 1-dB-Stufung

LOWER LIMIT 20Hz
UPPER LIMIT for KLIRR 15kHz, for THD 10kHz
FREQUENCY

20 Hz ... 15 kHz

MEASURED VALUES

For the DISTORTION FACTORS measuring mode applies: 10 / 25 / 50 / 100 / 250 /
500

SMOOTHING

Smoothing radius can be set within a range of 1 ... 20. It should be set at 0 !

RESOLUTION

In connection with distortion factors it serves to set the indicating range

[0,1 ... 100%].

17.3 DISTORTION K2, K3 or THD

In the measure mode DISTORTION K2,K3, the ATB measures K2 and K3 in the frequency
range set in the upper and lower limit fields. The frequency scale is logarithmic, and the
measuring signal used is a sine wave.

The received signal will be subjected to FFT analysis. The amplitudes of the first and second
harmonics will for one measuring frequency be brought into relation with the fundamental wave
amplitude and given in %. In addition, the fundamental-wave amplitude will be displayed in the
upper part of the screen, and the fundamental-wave scale to its right. The level should be such
that the fundamental wave amplitude will remain just below the upper end of the diagram. It is
to be no less than ¾ of the range indicated.

In the measure mode THD the ATB analysed the received signal up to K8 and displayed the
sum of harmonics.

When measuring loudspeaker distortions, sudden frequency response drops resulting from
interference between the different speakers can be because of the rather unfavourable ratio
between fundamental waves and the second harmonics make the distortion reading rise. The
microphone should be positioned such that the frequency response remains linear.
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18. FFT measure

18.1 PARAMETERS

AMPLIFIER

LINE: Input range -15dBV.......38dBV corresponding to 0.1V........80V
in 5-dB-steps

MIC: Input range -35dBV........-5dBV corresponding to  20mV......560mV
in 5-dB-steps

GENERATOR
Output range for card 2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to
1,26V..........6,31V

-4dBV........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V
2dBU........16dBU balanced corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V

-4dBU........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V..........2,24V
in 1-dB-steps

Output range for box -38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V
-38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V

in 1-dB-Stufung
RANGE
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SMOOTHING

Smoothing radius can be set within a range of 0 ... 20
RESOLUTION

Serves to set the indicating range.

18.2 FFT MEASUREMENT (THEORY)

The test signals FFT measurements use are (stimulus) pulses or pulse trains. The pulses are
passed through the test section. The pulse response will be a digital signal converted, which
the computer will analyse for the frequencies it contains using the Fast-Fourier transformation
method. The response characteristic of the test section will be obtained from a comparison of
input and output signals. Since the input signal is produced digitally, the computer can
compare it with the pulse response.

The most common pulse train is the maximum length sequence (MLS). The maximum length
sequence is a cyclic, binary and pseudostochastic sequence, or, in other words, a digital signal
with the states -1, 0, and +1. When measurements are made, the input signal and the output
signal are converted to a Dirac pulse, using an auto correlation function. The FFT allows the
pulse to be analysed for the frequencies it contains, the result being the amplitude frequency
response of the test section.

A disadvantage of this measuring method is the digital excitation. It becomes evident in
particular when measuring loudspeakers which because of a distinct overtone range of the
signal tend to be overloaded. Electrostats can thus, for instance, not be measured. Another
drawback lies in the rather complex mathematics involved. As even fast PCs would require too
much time for calculations performed in line with the theory, one takes recourse to
approximation by means of series expansion. As regards the mathematical input, a distinction
has, moreover, to be made between expensive and lower cost MLS measuring systems, which
do by no means supply identical results. Important factors for the measuring method are also
anti-aliasing filters and transformers. For most systems, the inherent error is determined by test
measurement to be able to later correct the measurement results accordingly. This does not
work in this case, as the test section response when acted upon by a digital signal is not
known.

The ATB uses an analogue signal for FFT measurement, which does not have the
aforementioned disadvantages of the MLS signal. The signal has been developed by the
engineers L. Kirchner and E. Meyer-Carlstädt, who termed it KM-C signal. Development and
characteristics of the signal are described below.

Development of the KM-C signal:
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The graph shows the signal's frequency range, which is what KM-C signal calculation starts
from. The range 0 to 1 covers 2048 frequencies, which all have the amplitude 1. With the aid
of the Inverse FFT, the signal is transformed from the frequency to the time range.

Because of the small number of transformer values at high frequencies (2 values for F = 1) this
produces a signal rich in harmonic waves. Harmonic waves have to be suppressed by a steep
low-pass filter. This is why the inverse FFT only makes use of the range up to ¼ F. The
calculated time signal comprises 2048/4 = 512 frequencies that have the same amplitude, one
Dirac. Since the Dirac consists of a pulse with an amplitude that can have any value, it cannot
be used for measuring purposes. Thus, variation of the phase angle of the individual
frequencies has the effect that all the amplitudes of the time signal possess approximately the
same value. This kind of calculation will keep a fast computer busy for one day.

Oscilloscope
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The graph shows the oscillogram of the KM-C signal.

Characteristics of the KM-C signal:

The KM-C signal is an analogue signal for FFT measurements. It comprises 512 frequencies of
the same amplitude. Since there is an upper cut-off frequency, it possesses low-pass
characteristics, which means that the max. operating frequency of the anti-aliasing filter of an
A/D transformer can pass beyond the output range. The uniform amplitude distribution
provides for an optimum measuring section level.

18.3 FFT MEASUREMENT

FFT MEASUREMENT is used for frequency response measurement. The measurement is
taken with the KM-C noise: Evaluation proceeds with the FAST-FOURIER Transformation.

This MEASUREMENT is used for quasi-unechoic speaker-measurement and for quick
measurement of the frequency response of amplifiers and filters.

The ATB 4-fold measurement
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The graph contrasts a normal FFT measurement with the 4-fold FFT measurement. The FFT
shown has 12 points. Four-fold measurement provides for a next to linear frequency
distribution rendering a constant measuring accuracy (number of measuring points) for the
high-frequency and the low-frequency range.

The frequency range between 18 Hz and 24 kHz will be divided into four ranges, and for each
range a reading with 512 measuring points will be taken. Then the data gathered from each
range will be combined to give one single plot. Measurement provides for the low-frequency
range a resolution of 512 x 64 = 32768 points FFT. The same resolution can be achieved on
one single FFT. Measurement on this 32k point FFT requires several minutes. Acoustical
measurements should not be done with one single FFT as interference noise distorting the
result is likely to occur during the long measuring time.

The number of measurements taken is displayed in the parameter input field RANGE. FFT4
means that 4 measurements will be taken. This setting should be chosen as it delivers the
maximum frequency resolution.

On all the FFT measurements, a time frame must be set. The beginning of the time frame is
set by the DISTANCE function, the end of the time frame being determined by the program
itself. This avoids operational errors and ensures a good result. Above 305 Hz, the time frames
will be so short that room reflections have no significance for the result; measurement thus
becomes room independent.

Below 300 Hz, the room influence can be eliminated only by taking a near-field measurement.
For this purpose, set the RANGE in the PARAMETER frame to < 18 ... 300 Hz FFT >. For
measurements above 300 Hz, the RANGE < 305 Hz ... 24 kHz FFT3 > will be selected, the
total frequency range between 18 and 24 kHz being shown by MEASURE +.

All the FFT measurements have a limited number of measuring points in the low-frequency
range. The significance each measured value gains is thus so high that reproducibility in the
20 Hz range is no longer safeguarded for very low levels of e.g. -40dB.
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18.4 FFT REFERENCE

FFT WITH REFERENCE measurements have to start from a reference plot. Having selected
FFT REFERENCE under MEASUREMENT, you can proceed with reference measurement.

Parameter setting and the measurement proper is the same as in the FFT MEASURE mode.

Having produced the reference plot, the current measurement will be compared with the
reference measurement. The deviation from the reference plot will be shown in a special
diagram where the 0dB line represents the reference measurement. The difference shown is
only that between individual measurements.

The FFT WITH REFERENCE is often used in quality control. For automatic quality control and
evaluation of measurements made with tolerance zones, a QUALITY program is available.

The measurement FFT WITH REFERENCE can also be used to evaluate microphone
performance. In this, a reference measurement of the source and room will be taken with a
calibrated microphone, and the reference measurement will then be compared with the
microphone under test. The result will be the frequency response of the microphone.

The parameter settings and the measurement will be the same as with the ordinary FFT
measurement.

18.5 FFT with CORRECTION

For many measurements there is the need for a correction of the SPL measurement. On
measurement is the microphone testing. This testing is done with a test box. To avoid the
influence of the test box the SPL curve can be corrected.

For this measurement the first step is to call up the FFT with REFERENCE measurement.

Start with the REFERENCE measure. This is for example for the microphone measurement
with test box a electrical measured flat curve with the same amplitude from 18Hz to 24kHz. For
the measurement the output of the ATB is connected to the input over a divider with 1:100 .

After the reference measurement a measurement microphone with well known flat frequency
response is measured. The new curve shows only the difference to the flat reference curve.

The new curve is saved to be the CORRECTION curve for the following FFT measurement
with CORRECTION.

In the FFT measure there is the CORRECTION curve load with the CORR. button. The next
measurements will the corrected with the CORRECTION curve
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18.6 MEAN

To get the real acoustical power of a speaker there is the need of up to 32 measurement in
different microphone positions. With the function MEAN the plots will be averaged and
displayed as one plot.

The plot is shown in the menu FFT-plot.

Here the Plot can be saved.

18.7 TERZ (1/3 OCTAVE)-FFT

In the 1/3 octave-FFT measure the plot is shown in 1/3 octave steps.
The difference between FFT-measure and Terz-FFT is only the display of the graph.
After changing the measures you will see the same measure.
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18.8 PROCEDURE

The FFT MEASURE is a sound pressure level, SPL, measurement .

Measurement will proceed as follows:

1. Select FFT M-TYPE

2. Set the output voltage of the amplifier for 8 ohm drivers at 2.83V, for 4 ohm drivers at 2V,
using the special function VOLT-ADJUST.

3. Set the clearance between speaker front end and microphone at 1m using a metre stick or
metric tape measure.

The sound pressure level will be measured along the axis, i.e. at a 0° angle.

4. Determine the parameters
In choosing the frequency range, the largest possible number of individual measurements
(e.g. <18..24kHz FFT4>) is selected.

5. Measure the distance and the level control

or F6

To render FFT measurement room independent, the measuring signal is, similar to the Gated
method, recorded for a short period only. This period is also referred to as time frame. For
this frame, an initial value needs to be fixed, which the ATB determines by means of the
DISTANCE function. The end of the time frame will be established by the program on the
basis of the frequency range. This precludes operational errors.

Note: Too short a distance produces ripples in the upper frequency range of the frequency
response.

The DISTANCE function also allows the level control to be set. For a FREQUENCY within
the output range of the item tested, the AMPLIFIER, INPUT is set such that the signal
amplitude fills 2/3 of the oscilloscope frame. Measurement is then started as follows.

or F7

MEASURE+ starts an additional measurement that will be shown together with the previous
one.

or F8
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19. DECAY SPECTRUM

19.1 PARAMETERS

AMPLIFIER

LINE: Input range -15dBV.......38dBV corresponding to 0.1V........80V
in 5-dB-steps

MIC: Input range -35dBV........-5dBV corresponding to 20mV......560mV
in 5-dB-steps

GENERATOR
Output range for card 2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to
1,26V..........6,31V

-4dBV........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V
2dBU........16dBU balanced corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V

-4dBU........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V..........2,24V
in 1-dB-steps

Output range for box -38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V
-38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V

in 1-dB-Stufung

LOWER LIMIT
10Hz

UPPER LIMIT
30kHz

SIGNAL

Cosinus-burst
LINES

Select between 10...300
PERIODS

Fixes the period-based measuring time, corresponds to the length of the time axis in
periods. Range: 10 to 250

NO. OF LINES
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Select between 10...200

RESOLUTION

Allows the amplitude range indicated to be set [10...50 dB]
DISPLAY

Select of the display mode

The display Decay shows the measurement and after calculation there is the Waterfall.

19.2 DECAY SPECTRUM

Before proceeding with the measurement, select the display mode in OPTIONS. The
envelope-curve diagram shows the lines of amplitude values that have the same frequency,
while the waterfall diagram shows the lines of amplitude values of the same standardised time.
In this window you can also choose between FRONT SLOPE and BACK SLOPE. Distance
measurement allows the distance between loudspeaker and microphone to be measured. The
acoustic delay is automatically eliminated from the measurement. Measurement starts as soon
as level control has been completed.

or F7
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19.3 DECAY SPECTRUM - THEORY

The response characteristic display of a test section is defined by the time response
(oscilloscope) or the frequency response, the time response allowing the frequency response
to be calculated and vice versa. Time response is established by the oscilloscope, frequency
response by the level recorder (AMPLITUDE and PHASE). The aim of the engineer is to
optimise the response characteristics. This necessitates a linear amplitude frequency response
with ideal front slope and back slope and short delay times. The memory oscilloscope and the
level recorder are used to measure and optimise the response characteristics. Development is,
however, much facilitated when the measuring unit is in a position to show both the time and
the frequency response at the same time.

The 3-D diagram of the computerised measuring units plots the amplitude frequency response
over the time, the x-axis being the frequency axis, the y-axis the amplitude axis, and the z-axis
the time axis. This type of representation is referred to as waterfall diagram. However, it only
shows the back slope, since the front slope and the delay time remain hidden behind the
peaks. For this reason, ATB precision provides two display modes for the waterfall diagram:
one for the front slope and one for the back slope. Both types of display illustrate the response
characteristics both completely and in a clear manner.

Most precise, but also highly critical in selecting the parameter settings, is the measuring
method that uses the sine sweep as a test signal. Here, a cross relation between generator
and measuring signal is used to calculate the time response from several frequency response
measurements.

The second measuring method is less elaborate and appears to be less critical in selecting the
parameter settings, selection of the time window on the other hand generally requiring several
years of experience. It uses the "maximum length sequence" signal for measurements in the
time range. However, display of the step response in itself needs to be determined by a
cumbersome calculation operation using the Hadamard Transformation method. The waterfall
diagram is then calculated by the Fast-Fourier Transformation, which can, however, not be
used for decaying amplitudes. Calculation thus produces slopes in the diagram that sound
radiation did not produce. Experienced engineers tend to cover this very part of the diagram by
an illustration before releasing it.

Both methods were developed at a time when the digital generator technique was not readily
available. In conjunction with this generator, ATB provides for a more sophisticated measuring
method. The digital generator produces pulses with a transformation rate of 3.8 MHz,
corresponding to the 1-bit CD player. As the ATB has a resolution of 12 bit, the ATB generator
signal is much more precise than that of a CD player.

19.4 MEASUREMENT WITH THE DECAY SPECTRUM

The basic idea of ATB decay spectrum measurement was that elaborate mathematical
operations were to be avoided. The measuring method makes use of the simple oscilloscope
measurement. For each frequency an oscillogram is generated and shown in the form of
slopes in the waterfall diagram. Each oscillogram is measured with the cos-burst serving as a
generator signal. The cos-burst consists of 5 sinusoidal oscillations, which in a mathematical
frame were converted into the cos-burst. The cos-burst comprises just one frequency, which
allows it to be used for front-slope and back-slope analysing at this specific frequency.
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How to proceed from the OSCILLOSCOPE to the DECAY SPECTRUM

After the measurement of the oscillogram, where generator and measuring signal are precisely
identified by time, the measuring signal is rectified.

The rectified signal is converted to the envelope curve, using a new digital filter. For the graph,
the amplitude values are logarithmised.
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The different envelope curves are shown in the decay spectrum, each envelope curve
illustrating the response over the time for one frequency.

In the waterfall diagram points of the same time (period) are connected to form a line.

In the OPTIONS menu, a choice can be made between back slope and front slope.

19.5 DECAY SPECTRUM

When measuring the back slope, the cos-burst is used as the generator signal. Having plotted
the envelope-curve diagram, the waterfall diagram is produced on the screen. Lines running
from right to left show amplitude values of the same period. These periods correspond to a
standardised time axis. Time axis standardisation allows the entire audio range to be illustrated
in one diagram. The time T for the individual frequencies f is calculated with T=(1/f) x period.
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19.6 INTERPRETATION OF THE WATERFALL DIAGRAM

Time axis scaling into periods provides for differentiation into reflections and resonances.
Resonances generate slopes in the direction of the time (period) axis, a reflection being shown
as a (curved) slope running to the right. Unlike the direct signal, reflections have a constant
delay. In the waterfall diagram, this delay time is shown in two ways: firstly by the time axis and
secondly by the period axis. A slope showing a sound reflection runs in the first case in parallel
with the time axis and in the second case not in parallel but in a curved manner. The non-
parallelity between slope and period axis is due to the graph being frequency-related. At low
frequencies, the constant time is shown by a short, and at higher frequencies by a longer path.
A reflection can thus be identified from slopes running from the back left to the front right,
which because of the logarithmic frequency distribution is curved.

19.7 FRONT SLOPE

Sign inversion in the time (period) axis makes the response characteristic visible, which is
covered by the peaks during the decay phase. Tests made for music signals and the human
ear reveal the significance of this measurement.

When analysing music signals it appears that music is composed of a number of different
pulses, each pulse in turn consisting of a key tone and a large number of overtones. The latter
produce a sudden rise in the pulse. Its trailing edge is smoother, which is due to the tones
dying out. Exact reproduction of the rise is decisive for transmission of the characteristics of
music signals. The back slope has a much lesser role to play, as is evident from the acoustic
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reproduction of horn loudspeakers. The front slope of these speakers is very good. Sound
engineers and musicians feel their sound to be quite natural, although the frequency response
is not really linear, and their back slope is relatively poor.

When testing a transmission section for its properties in transmitting music signals, pulses that
are similar to the music furnish the most telling results. For front-slope testing, the ATB offers
the signal 1 x SINE as an impulse.

How important it is to test the impulse rise as well as its delay becomes evident when taking a
look at the processes involved in hearing. The first impulse reaching the human ear is
analysed very carefully in the brain. It supplies information for directed hearing. The music
transmitted produces a spatial effect only if and when tones and time can be identified as
coinciding.

FRONT SLOPE measured
When the front slope is measured with the signal cos-burst, it will be shown how the device
under test reaches its steady state condition. What appears in the waterfall diagram is the
phase response and the runtime. A perfect front slope is reflected by a constant rise; also, the
amplitudes of lines of identical periods (standardised time) run in parallel.
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20. OSCILLOSCOPE, ANALYSER

20.1 PARAMETERS

The Oscilloscope is a 2-channel measurement instrument.

With the following switch the 1-channel or 2-channel function is to set.

AMPLIFIER

LINE: Input range 50mV ..........20V / div corresponding to 0.1V........80V
1 / 2 / 5 steps

MIC: Input range 5mV...........0.2V / div corresponding to 20mV.......560mV
1 / 2 / 5 steps

GENERATOR
Output range for card 2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to
1,26V..........6,31V

-4dBV........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V
2dBU........16dBU balanced corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V

-4dBU........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V..........2,24V
in 1-dB-steps

Output range for box -38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V
-38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V

in 1-dB-Stufung

TIME BASE

Range: 1 / 2 / 5 / 10 / 20 / 50 / 100 / 200 / 500 / 1000ms
SIGNAL

SINE / TRIANGLE / RECTANGLE / PULSE / ENVELOPE / FFT / OCTAVE /

THIRD OCTAVE / BIG FFT / NO SIGNAL

GENERATOR FREQUENCY

1Hz ... 50 kHz
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TRIGGER

The trigger level is 0 V.

20.2 GENERATOR OPERATION

In the OSCILLOSCOPE measure mode, you can manually select both the type of signal and
the frequency to be used by the digital generator.

The ATB serves as a high-quality sine and signal generator.

To activate the generator, proceed as follows:

The switch AUTO is to select if the generator is started with the oscilloscope function

AUTO on, or only with the GENERATOR on button by AUTO off.

For special impulse measurement there is the switch 1 per. It is for a burst signal with only one
period of the selected signal.

For the following signals, there is a special relationship between the signal frequencies and the
generator frequency to be entered:

Signal form Generator frequency

envelope signal frequency / 5
octave FFT signal signal frequency / 42
1/3 octave noise signal frequency / 85

To stop the generator, re-activate the functions shown above.

20.3 OSCILLOSCOPE

In the OSCILLOSCOPE mode, the ATB acts as such. When using the digital generator, you
can change the SIGNAL and the GENERATOR FREQUENCY. The TIME BASE is set in line
with the signals to be measured.

There is the AUTO switch to start OSCILLOSCOPE and GENERATOR.

For AUTO on the OSCILLOSCOPE and GENERATOR are in sync.
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This provides for exact identification of time, allowing runtime measurements to be made.

For AU TO off there is only the OSCILLOSCOPE function, the GENERATOR does not run.

When using signals from another source, the trigger function must be used for
synchronisation. Set TRIGGER and TRIGGER LEVEL accordingly in the PARAMETER menu.
The same applies to GENERATOR / CONTINUOUS DUTY.

To start oscilloscope measurement, proceed as follows:

or F7

An additional measurement can be started as follows:

or F8

20.4 CONTINUOUS DUTY
In CONTINUOUS DUTY, the ATB-OSCILLOSCOPE has the same function as a conventional
oscilloscope.

In line with the measuring time set in TIME BASE, the signal will be measured and displayed
continuously. To start the CONTINUOUS DUTY function, proceed as follows:

or F9

CONTINUOUS DUTY of the ATB is again stopped by re-activation of the above functions.
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20.5 ANALYSER FUNCTION

With the button FFT the OSCILLOSCOPE is set in the ANALYSER function. The
OSCILLOSCPE works as a FFT ANALYSER.

The SAMPLE-FREQUENCY can be chosen in the PARAMETER menu. It should be ca. 10
times higher than the main frequency of the signal.

RUN. MEAN

This function is for averaging the FFT´s to get the noise floor down.
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21. MLS, IMPULSE RESPONSE

21.1 PARAMETERS

AMPLIFIER

LINE: Input range 50mV ..........20V / div corresponding to 0.1V........80V
1 / 2 / 5 steps

MIC: Input range 5mV...........0.2V / div corresponding to 20mV.......560mV
1 / 2 / 5 steps

GENERATOR
Output range for card 2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to
1,26V..........6,31V

-4dBV........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V
2dBU........16dBU balanced corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V

-4dBU........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V..........2,24V
in 1-dB-steps

Output range for box -38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V
-38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V

in 1-dB-Stufung
TIME BASE

Setting the scale of the graph

Range: 1 / 2 / 5 / 10 / 20 / 50 / 100 / 200 / 500 / 1000ms
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21.2 MLS MEASUREMENT

The MLS, IMPULS RESPONSE measurement is for room acoustic measurements. The
stimulus is the MLS (Maximum Length Sequence) signal.

The measurement starts with

After the calculating time of 2 seconds the impulse will be shown.

For the level control there is following display.

If the bar is green the measurement will be OK.
The red bar shows a overloading of the input stage.

The data of the IMPULS RESPONSE will be saved and calculated with an external room
acoustic program.
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22. SPECTRUM ANALYSER

22.1 PARAMETERS

AMPLIFIER

LINE: Input range 50mV ..........20V / div corresponding to 0.1V........80V
1 / 2 / 5 steps

MIC: Input range 5mV...........0.2V / div corresponding to 20mV.......560mV
1 / 2 / 5 steps

SCALE
RANGE from 5 to 60dB

DISPLAY
Imp, fast ,slow

WEIGHTING
A, B, C
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22.2 SPECIAL FUNCTION

Audio Frequency Level Meter

Level Meter for noise measurement

22.3 NOISE MEASUREMENT

The Spectrum Analyser is a Real Time Analyser for noise measurement. The display is in 1/3
octave. The program has three level meters for the special noise levels LA, LmA and LeqA.
For the display there are the moods imp, fast and slow.
The parameter imp shows a very fast changing of the bars. The display follows every change
of the input signal.
With the parameter fast the changes of the bars are slower.
The parameter slow makes the changes of the bares slow. It is a quiet display.
To describe the special levels LA, LmA and LeqA it needs a book for noise measurement.
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23. OPTITEST

23.1 PARAMETERS

AMPLIFIER

LINE: Input range -15dBV.......38dBV corresponding to 0.1V........80V
in 5-dB-steps

MIC: Input range -35dBV........-5dBV corresponding to 20mV......560mV
in 5-dB-steps

GENERATOR
Output range for card 2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to
1,26V..........6,31V

-4dBV........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V
2dBU........16dBU balanced corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V

-4dBU........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V..........2,24V
in 1-dB-steps

Output range for box -38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V
-38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V

in 1-dB-Stufung

GENERATOR
PPN Signal (Pseudo-Pink-Noise)

RESOLUTION
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SMOOTHING
in Octave, 1/24, 1/12, 1/6, 1/3 = Terz, ½, 1

SCALE
range from 5dB to 60dB

23.2 MEASUREMENTS MOODS

Measurement with stimulus NORMAL.
For the Optitest measurement there are two moods. For ali standard measurements there is
the stimulus NORMAL. This measurement is very fast. The measurement time is about 1/3
sec. The NORMAL stimulus is nearly an analogue signal belonging to the 4-time oversampling
of the D/A converter. This leads to a very good reproduction of the measurement.

Measurement with the stimulus HIGH.
The measurement with the stimulus HIGH is for electrical measurements. The HIGH signal has
a higher frequency resolution for the low frequency range. The high signal has a longer
Measurement time from about 1 sec.

23.3 SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

MEASUREMENT WITH CD

For the stimulus of the Optitest measurement there are two sources. The first is the output of
the USB box and The second from an Audio CD in a CD or DVD player. The Optitest CD
belongs to the measurement program.
For the measurement of car sound systems the CD is very important. The advantage is:

1. There is no complex connection from the USB box output to the input of
sound system

2. The hole system with CD player, Equaliser, amplifier and speakers is tested.

AVERAGING OF MEASURES

A very important function of the Optitest measurement is the averaging of measures. The
averaging works in real-time, so that every time the averaged plot is shown.
The measurement with averaging is started and stopped with these buttons.

With MEASURE a new measure is starting, the old plots are deleted. MEASURE+ starts an
additional measurement that will be shown together with the previous one.
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COMBINE

In the Optitest measure there is the COMBINE function.

This menu is for combining a SPL measure with a near field measure.

With this button the combine menu is to open and the last two measures are shown.

In this field there is a distribution from SPL and near field measure. The plots can be changed.

The next step is to set the cut frequency between SPL and near field with the low/high
connector. It is to set so that the resonance of the room is vanished.
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With the low-frequency level correction the level of the near field plot is to set. After that both
plots are shown as a straight line.

23.4 THE STIMULUS

The PPN (Pseudo-Pink-Noise) signal is the stimulus for the Optitest measurement. Because it
is Pink-Noise it is near to the energy distribution of music. For example the mostly used MLS
stimulus does not has it. Therefore the PPN signal gives the real frequency plot.

PPN MLS

23.5 THE OPTITEST MEASURE

The Optitest is a very fast and comfortable SPL measurement. The stimulus for this measure
is on an audio CD. For automotive measurement the CD player plays the signal. The
measurement could be done without having trouble by connecting the signal to the systems
input. The measurement time is 1/3 sec. The frequency range is from 20Hz to 24kHz. The
measures are averaging for a room correction or near field measurement.
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For digital audio test the signal comes from a CD, DVD player or Computer with digital audio
out.

Frequency plot of PPN Signal: red = ATB-self-test,  green = DVD-Player,  blue = Soundcard

23.6 AUTOMOTIVE MEASUREMENT

Frequency range in the car
blue = one measure,  red = room correction measurement

The acoustical measurement of a Automotive Sound System is not easy . In the interior of
a car there are many interferences in the sound field. Each position for the microphone
shows a different SPL plot. There is only one way to get a SPL measurement with
corresponding to the sound. During the measurement the microphone is placed at several
positions in the area of the driver´s head. These measures are averaging to get the real
SPL plot.

23.7 NEAR FIELD MEASUREMENT
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Near field measurement: blue = bass, green = mid, red = room corrected mid- high,
light green = bass reflex port, black = averaging from bass, mid and bass port

For the bass the former shown measurement does not work. To get a measurement
without interferences for low frequencies, there is the near field measurement. But this
measurement had normally an error caused by the near field effect. The near field effect
makes a drop in the SPL plot. Another error is the pressure from the bass reflex port which
is neglected by the normal measurement. The near field measurement of the Optitest was
done with several microphone positions in the range from the woofer to the reflecting port.
These measures are averaging for the real SPL plot.
After the Optitest there are the room correction plot and the near field plot. To get the plot
for the frequency range from 20Hz to 24kHz the plots are stuck together in the Combine
menu.

23.8 DIGITAL MEASUREMENT

The Optitest measurement is also for the test of digital audio component.
The following is to test:
CD,DVD player, digital crossover, digital controller, digital equaliser and

digital speaker.
For digital measurements the signal comes from a CD, DVD player or Computer with digital
output. Belonging to the new correlation of the program there is no need for a time correlation
of stimulus measured signal.
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26. POLAR PLOTS

26.1 PARAMETER

AMPLIFIER

LINE: Input range -15dBV.......38dBV corresponding to 0.1V........80V
in 5-dB-steps

MIC: Input range -35dBV........-5dBV corresponding to 20mV......560mV
in 5-dB-steps

GENERATOR
Output range for card 2dBV........16dBV balanced corresponding to
1,26V..........6,31V

-4dBV........10dBV unbalanced corresponding to 0,63V..........3,15V
2dBU........16dBU balanced corresponding to 0,89V..........4,48V

-4dBU........10dBU unbalanced corresponding to 0,45V..........2,24V
in 1-dB-steps

Output range for box -38dBV........16dBV corresponding to 0.0125V..........6,31V
-38dBU........16dBU corresponding to 0.0096V..........4,48V

in 1-dB-Stufung
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26.2 SPECIAL FUNCTION

For automatical measurement the ATB has a signal for the turntable drive.

If in the menu TABLE, AUTO is selected, the ATB precision sends after a measure a TTL
signal 5V to the turntable control. The time the turntable needs to turn for 1 is to set by
TABLESPEED/DEG, So the next measure starts after the turntable has its new position.

At the back of the box there is a SUB-D socket. It is the output for the turntable control. The
outputs are open-collector. This means that there is to place a resistor from PIN 9 (Vcc) to the
output PIN 7 or PIN 6. PIN 7 is the positive and PIN 6 is the negative output for the turntable
control.

26.3 DISPLAY OF THE MEASURE

The Polar Plot could be displayed as a halve 180° or full 360° circle.
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The display is to select in the DIAGRAM menu

In the SECTOR menu there is to set the number of sectors in a circle.
In MODE there is to set the circle. SYM. means symmetrical measurement. The measurement
measured only the halve circle, the other part is set equal to the measured part.

In this menu is to select the 1/3 octave to display.

26.4 PROCEDURE

The polar plot measurement is to test the sound radiation of a speaker. It is an important
parameter of a speaker. Special for PA the polar plot is to test to get a good sound for every
listener in the hall.

The polar measurement is the Terz-FFT measure described in chapter 18.

The setting of the lower and upper frequency is in 1/3 octave (Terz). It is to set in the menu
above.
Then angle-step is to set which corresponded with the number of measures
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In the main menu there is to set the plane for the measurement. H is horizontal and V vertical.

The measurement is to start with horizontal and then the vertical measure. Both measures are
displayed in the same graph.

The first step is the DISTANCE function. After setting the distance the measurement starts with
the M button.

In the displayed menu the measure is to start with NEXT.
Important: Before the measure is to set in PARAMETER menu auto or man.

The measurement graph. At the left side there is a diagram to control the input level.
The polar plot shows the selected 1/3 octave.
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27. PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT AND CONNECTIONS

AMPLIFIER

For loudspeaker testing and measuring, a solid amplifier is required, which should provide a
sufficient band width. When determining the TS parameters, make sure for instance that there
is a low bottom-end frequency (approx. 5 Hz).

MICROPHONE

The microphone should be quite linear, and offer a sufficient bandwidth and loading capacity.
On the other hand it should also have a high sensitivity. Microphones requiring frequency
response compensation are not up to the task as their pulse response will not be good
enough. For absolute measurement of a speaker's sound pressure level (1W / 1m), the
microphone sensitivity (in mV / Pa) needs to be known.

Adapter for PC card

There are 3 adapters for microphone with XLR, unbalanced output with cinch, balanced input
for impedance measurement .

The connections are described in input, output hardware configuration.
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